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kumar tells of how he headed the stf and how he went about capturing the bandit in 2004. that was
also the year when his daughter died at the hands of veerappan. kumar writes how he interrogated
veerappan after the killing in 2004. he wanted to make the notorious leader talk and asked for the
bandits address. veerappan did not give in and told kumar that he could never negotiate with him.
kumar later gave veerappan an ultimatum: the bandit would have to give up and surrender or else.
veerappan refused to give up. it was then that the book states that "the mother of all battles" was

fought between the stf and veerappan. he writes that the stf spent rs. 1 crore to shoot veerappan in
the leg and capture him. the stf had him strapped down with chains and moved him from place to
place in the forest. it was only when he was tied to a tree that veerappan opened up and gave up.
kumar writes of how he had "a successful run" with veerappan. he recounts how he convinced the

bandit to give up for good. before surrendering to the stf, veerappan told kumar that he was
expecting a visitor. though the book has a distinct feel of being a military-thriller, it does not belittle
the cops work. veerappans rise had coincided with the rise of corruption in the state and the stf was
under immense pressure. the cops were trying to prove their worth to the state by eliminating a man

who had become more than a public enemy. they were also eager to prove their mettle and were
determined not to let veerappan outlive them. the men who put down the last leg of veerappans

trail, personally lead by the stf chief, have a lot to be proud of. and, for the most part, the book does
not exaggerate their efforts. kumar had the best of sources, including an unidentified person, who

had been with the stf team that killed veerappan.
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i think that the book is very interesting to read in class. i think that the book is hard to understand in
some parts but it is not difficult to understand. i think that the book has some interesting characters
in it and i think that the author has used the characters very well in the book. i think that the book

has a good flow to it and the language used in the book is very good. as kumar outlines in the book,
the bandit, who was born in the year 1916 and spent much of his childhood in and around

gopinatham, had a special relationship with the forests. he was a regular visitor to the nearby
thirupuram, a small town in the salem district, and the forest around it. yet, there is a certain

peculiarity that makes the bandit peculiar. his first name was actually koose and he is the only
person to have ever been named after a tree. his full name, was t.k. koose, but most of his name
was given up when he took on the name of the veerappan as a bandit. after the serial killings and
kidnappings, the special task force (stf) was formed by the tamil nadu police to track the bandit
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down. it was headed by kumar. after operation carnail, the stf had given up all hope of tracking
veerappan, but kumar, who was also a former national tiger conservation authority member, was
convinced that the bandit would surface somewhere. through the stf, he had a special relationship
with the forest department and the forest department in tamil nadu was on his side. when kumar

approached the government, he was given a special dispensation to look for the bandit. kumar had a
troubled past. he had served in the tamil nadu police for 20 years and had been the assistant

commissioner of police in the salem district of tamil nadu. he was also in charge of anti-corruption in
the police force. he was transferred to the tamil nadu stf on the request of jayalalithaa. the chief

minister wanted to save the forest and was also determined to save herself from the bandit.
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